
YOUNG DISCIPLE YOUTH BIBLE CAMP

Staff Recommendation Form
Young Disciple Camps, PO Box 400, Inchelium, WA 99138

Name of Applicant:________________________

GENERAL IMPRESSION                                     SPECIFIC QUALITIES
Rate the following 
qualities: 

Spiritual Influence                 Positive, passive, negative   

Spiritual Involvement                 Dedicated, growing,  searching, uncommitted  

Support of Adventist Beliefs                 Active support, passive acceptance,  resistance  

Judgment                 Mature, adequate, inconsistent, poor   

Dependability                 Reliable, erratic, poor,  often late, easily distracted 

Leadership Potential                 Natural, latent, follower

Cooperation & Initiative                 Helpful,   willingly obeys guidelines, erratic,  obstructive  

Resourcefulness                 Self-starter, persevering,  creative,  ability to improvise,

                     needs supervision, easily discouraged

Intellect                 Quick, average,  slow to grasp concepts   

Personality                 Extroverted,   well-balanced, reserved, 

        accepts criticism,  self-confident, mature, unselfish, 

        self-centered, easily offended

Personal Relationships         Tasteful, inappropriate, excessive physical contact

Adaptability        Flexible, open-minded, tactful,  outspoken,   

            prejudiced,           rigid

Appearance        Well-groomed, relatively neat, careless,          slovenly

Emotional Stability        Self-controlled, stable, easily disturbed, unstable

1.  How long have you known the applicant? __________   In what capacity?  ________________________________

2. In the last year are you aware if applicant has been involved with the use of illegal drugs, alcohol, or inappropriate relationships?  If yes,  

  please explain: ________________________________         Yes   No  

3. Would you feel comfortable with this applicant caring for your child in a camp setting?   Yes   No   Not sure

4.  Please write any further information which would be helpful to the directors in appraising the applicant.

Your Name: ________________________________________ Phone:  ________________________________________________ 
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Comments on ratings:

Check any attributes below as they relate to the 
qualities on the left:

The individual named above has applied for a counselor position at Young Disciple Youth Bible Camp. Counselors are asked to help provide 

a safe and nurturing environment for the campers in their unit. They also direct their unit's daily activities, and serve as spiritual leaders dur-

ing unit worships and throughout the day by personal example. We depend on your candid evaluation to help us determine the applicant's 

suitability for this role in camp. All evaluations will be kept in strict confidence. Only upon our receipt of this recommendation form can the 

applicant be considered for acceptance. Your timely response is greatly appreciated. Thank you for your help.

Form Submission: Once you have completed this form, please save it 
to your computer, and then attach it to an e-mail and send it to 
ydcamp@youngdisciple.org. Thank you!

initiator:theharpgirl@gmail.com;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:88a0a03b0f5a654384e9789c2dcf3d48
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